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I. INTRODUCTION

CP is considered as the most popular reliable transport
protocol today. It is compatible with almost all other
network protocols and applications. However, TCP as it
exists nowadays may not well fit in wireless ad hoc networks
since it was designed for wired networks where network
congestion is the primary cause of data packet losses. On the
contrary of wired links, wireless radio channels are affected by
many factors that may lead to different levels of channel
errors. Wireless channel behavior cannot be predictable, but in
many cases, such channels have high channel errors that
cannot be neglected when studying light-infrastructure
networks such as wireless ad hoc networks. Furthermore, in
addition to wireless channel behavior, there are many other
factors that could affect TCP performance within this kind of
networks. Link failures and network partitioning due to nodes’
mobility or battery depletion may have a negative effect on the
performances of TCP connections. Hence, TCP does not have
the capability to recognize whether the packet loss is due to
network congestion, channel errors, or link failure. It reacts to
all packet losses as if it was due to congestion. To overcome
this problem, there is a need of:

1. Finding a fine grained classification of data packet loss
causes for TCP within the mobile ad hoc network - Loss
Differentiation Algorithm (LDA).
2. Developing an appropriate loss recovery algorithm
according to the identified packet loss model - Loss
Recovery Algorithm (LRA).
We present, in this paper, a new TCP variant for Wireless
Environment, Link losses, and COngestion packet loss ModEls
(WELCOME) in MANETs. Our first goal is to define the most
appropriate LDA that leads to better data packet loss
classification. The proposed LDA should be able to recognize
the most common models of data packet loss within MANETs
(i.e. link failure, wireless channel errors, congestion). The
second goal is to define a suitable LRA that makes TCP able
to react accordingly with the most adequate loss recovery
strategy for each classified data packet loss.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: after
presenting the related work and our motivations behind this
study in Sections 2 and 3, Section 4 introduces TCPWELCOME and describes its algorithms. Section 5 discusses
the simulation scenarios used to evaluate TCP-WELCOME
and the obtained results. Finally, we summarize the main
results and give some ideas for future work in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
Loss differentiation and classification algorithms can be
categorized into two classes according to their characteristics:
implicit and explicit [1]. The major contributions within these
two classes and their limitations in MANETs are discussed in
the following.
$ ,PSOLFLW/RVV&ODVVLILFDWLRQLQWKH7&3&RQJHVWLRQ
&RQWURO0HFKDQLVP
The main TCP variant within this class is TCP Westwood
[2] [3] [4]. TCP Westwood is a sender-side modification of
TCP New Reno that estimates the connection bandwidth based
on the UDWH of the received acknowledgements. TCP Westwood
uses the estimated bandwidth to adjust and set its congestion
window and slow-start threshold parameters. This is in
contrast to traditional TCP congestion control implementation,
where both congestion window size and slow-start are updated
using simple rules (additive increase/multiplicative-decrease)
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when an ACK is received or is missing [5]. This alternative
bandwidth estimation algorithm enhances the performance of
TCP Westwood in front of random, sporadic data packet loss
(i.e. mainly wireless channel errors). In [6], the authors show
that TCP Westwood performances (throughput and energy
consumption) decrease drastically with the increase of the Bit
Error Rates (BER). Indeed, when the BER increases over the
wireless channels, the returned ACKs might be lost or
corrupted. These lost or corrupted ACKs could lead to
mistaken estimated bandwidth calculations which degrades the
performances of TCP Westwood compared to those obtained
by TCP New Reno. Furthermore, in front of link losses, TCP
Westwood recognizes the packet loss with the Retransmission
TimeOut (RTO) expiration. Thus, it reacts as in the case of
strong congestion by decreasing its throughput to the minimum
which leads to an important unnecessary drop in performance.
So, one of the major drawback to use TCP Westwood in
MANETs is its inability to handle link losses situations where
an ad hoc re-routing is required.
% ([SOLFLW/RVV,GHQWLILFDWLRQWKURXJK(VWLPDWLRQ
7HFKQLTXHV
Many proposals were trying to classify explicitly data
packet losses within the network using Loss Differentiation
Algorithms (LDA) and reacts in an appropriate manner. In [7]
the authors suggest that, instead of applying solutions at the
transport layer, the problems of TCP within wireless networks
can be circumvented by using physical and link-layer solutions
such as forward error correction (FEC) and/or link level
retransmissions. They state that the loss differentiation is often
performed at the receiver side and the congestion control at the
sender side. Thus, they propose a simple checksum based
approach for loss differentiation together with two loss
notification schemes in the context of TCP. This solution is
beyond the scope of our suggestions as we do not want to use
notifications mechanism. Indeed, when used in MANETs such
notification mechanisms will imply all the crossed nodes and
will hence increase the overhead of TCP execution. This
overhead has a negative impact on both network resource
usage and energy consumption. In [8] the authors propose a
cross-layer solution based on the parallel use of two LDA
schemes in order to classify the loss origin on an 802.11 link
and then to react accordingly. The objective of these two LDA
schemes is to adapt both TCP and 802.11 MAC layer in order
to reach optimized network resource usage and connection’s
throughput. This approach is similar to the previous one in that
sense that to be used in MANETs, it needs to interact with all
wireless nodes on the path which is costly in terms of
resources.
In [7] a sender-side method of end-to-end loss
differentiation and adaptive segmentation (Robin) is proposed,
for enhancing TCP performance in heterogeneous networks.
This loss differentiation algorithm enables the TCP sender to
distinguish congestion losses from wireless imperfectionsrelated losses. Moreover, the segmentation algorithm,
improves the error recovery phase during a non-congestive
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period. Indeed, the proposed adaptive segmentation technique
enables the TCP sender, if a non-congestive packet loss is
detected, to retransmit smaller packets having aggregate
payload equal to the payload of the lost packet. Decreasing
segment size reduces Packet Error Rate (PER) [8]. We have to
note here that the proposed approach is designed to cope with
networks where only the last hop is a wireless link. In spite of
the good performance improvements it brings, it is obvious
that this approach is hardly adaptable to MANETs where all
communication links are wireless channels. Many other
approaches propose alternatives to improve TCP behavior in
front of non-congestive wireless-related packet losses.
However, none of these are adaptable to MANETs for almost
the same reasons presented above. Among these other
approaches, in [9] the authors tried to augment the basic LIMD
(Linear Increase/Multiplicative Decrease) congestion control
with additional mechanisms to predict the cause of packet
losses and react accordingly. In [10], Biaz and Vaidya propose
a new algorithm that uses packet inter-arrival time at the
receiver-side end to differentiate losses. Using simulation, they
show that it works very well in a network where the last hop is
wireless and is the bottleneck link. In [11] the Spike Scheme,
at the receiver end, measures the one-way delays and switches
accordingly between congestion state and wireless state. More
precisely, if the measured delay exceeds a certain threshold, it
is a congestion state; otherwise, it is a wireless state. The
ZigZag Scheme presented in [12], extends the Spike scheme to
include both the mean and standard deviation values of the
measured one-way delays as well as the number of packet
losses when computing the delay threshold. According to this
calculation, the higher the number of packet losses, the
wireless errors state becomes more likely the cause of data
packet losses over the network. Samaraweera proposes a NonCongestion Packet Loss Detection (NCPLD) algorithm [13] in
order to differentiate between congestion and non-congestion
data packet losses. NCPLD is based on the “Knee Point”
concept of the throughput-load graph at which the network
reaches its optimum performance. Before the knee point, no
congestion is present. On the other hand, after the knee point,
queuing delay at the routers results in RTT delay increase.
III. DISCUSSION
From the above approaches, we can also see that most of
the work done in this domain addressing the problems of TCP
within wireless environment deals with both congestion and
wireless link errors. This is valid since these approaches were
designed for situations where the last link is the only wireless
channel connection through the communication path. In
MANETs, however the LDA must also take into consideration
the multi-hop nature of the wireless path between the
communicating end points and address the link failure
problem. Indeed, the fact that the communication path in
MANETs is composed by multiple wireless links compared to
networks where only the last link is wireless, commensurate
the effect of link failures on the communication performances.
This is especially true for TCP and all its existing variants.
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Link failure within MANETs introduces burst data packet
losses and requires a specific reaction from TCP in order to
recover from losses. Although that burst losses could result
from a network congestion scenario, the reaction of TCP in
front of packet losses due to link failure assuming that it’s due
to network congestion leads to an aggressive reaction of TCP
(i.e. an important unnecessary throughput drop). Thus, within
MANETs, we have three different data packet loss causes to
differentiate (not only two as discussed in previous
researches):
x Wireless channel errors
x Link failure within the network
x Network congestion
Furthermore, an ideal solution will be to make such
differentiation without introducing an overhead (i.e.
notification mechanism between network nodes).
IV. TCP –WELCOME
The current implementation of TCP loss recovery algorithm
is congestion oriented, as indicates the name congestion
control algorithm. This congestion orientation makes TCP not
capable to well manage other data packet loss models. Then,
TCP problem resides in its inability to recognize the main
cause of data packet losses within the network. Thus, the
proposed solution must cope with this problem by finding how
TCP could be more intelligent to differentiate between the
most common data packet loss causes within MANETs. In the
mean time, TCP must be able to react accordingly by the most
appropriate reaction.
TCP-WELCOME is an end-to-end loss differentiation and
recovery algorithm solution. We do not require any support
from intermediate nodes within the network. End-to-end
solutions differ in the measures they use to differentiate the
cause of data packet losses. These measurements could be
estimated at the sender side without any co-operation from the
receiver side (e.g. round trip delay, RTT), while others require
support from the receiver side host (e.g. one-way delay or
delay variance). Our proposed algorithm will be based on RTT
measures at the sender side host; this does not require
synchronizing clocks at both sending and receiving ends.
Furthermore, in order to decrease the overhead of TCP
algorithms execution and the interaction from the intermediate
nodes within the network: our LDA and LRA algorithms are
end-to-end sender side modifications. Figure 1 summarizes the
behavior of TCP-WELCOME that is detailed in the following
sub-sections.
$ /RVV'LIIHUHQWLDWLRQ$OJRULWKP /'$ 5XOHV
With respect to all the above concerns and suggestions, we
need to have an adapted LDA algorithm that enables TCP to
correctly distinguish the right data packet loss model within
wireless ad hoc network environments. This algorithm should
differentiate between the above predefined data loss models.
In order to achieve our goal, our proposed solution will be
based on the following idea: letting TCP makes its decisions at
the sender-side depending on the evolution of RTT samples of

sent packets. We will see in the following how RTT samples
evolution can be used to help identify different causes of data
packet loss. To do so, TCP-WELCOME observes: (i) the
history of RTT samples evolution over the connection and (ii)
the way that TCP recognizes data packet losses (3 Duplicate
Acknowledgments, or Retransmission Time Out - RTO). The
communication between MANET nodes is established via
wireless channels. This is considered as an unreliable
communication media type. It is affected by the weather
conditions (e.g. rain), obstacles within the route between
source and destination, interferences from other sources, and
the distance between communicating nodes. All mentioned
factors may lead to unreliable data transmission over such
wireless communication channels. To differentiate between
wireless-related packet losses and congestion related packet
loss, the idea is to look at the evolution of RTT samples.
Indeed, congestion is always preceded by an increase in the
RTT values. This one is mainly due to an increase in the
queuing delay at intermediate node. So, if RTT values are
stable, the packet loss is not congestion related. Furthermore,
wireless-related packet losses are not bursty in nature so it is
often recognized through the reception of duplicate
acknowledgments and not from RTOs. On the other hand,
losing a route between two communicating end points or even
an intermediate link within the route between them is detected
through RTO. In this case, the nature of packet losses is bursty
as in the case of strong congestion. In this case also it is the
evolution of RTT samples that allows us to differentiate
between congestion-related and link-failure-related losses.
According to this, Figure 1 summarizes the main idea of our
Loss Differentiation Algorithm. It is followed by a detailed
description of our Loss Differentiation Rules.
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  &ODVVLI\LQJ:LUHOHVV&KDQQHOUHODWHG/RVVHV
If RTT samples evolution within the network is not highly
fluctuating and stays around the average value and the data
packet loss is recognized through three duplicate
acknowledgements; then the data packet loss is due to wireless
channel errors. Indeed, in case that there is a lossy link within
the communication route between the nodes, there will be no
change in both propagation and queuing delay over the
connection. According to the above statement, the RTT
samples over the connection should not experience high
fluctuations with time. Thus, the RTT samples will stay around
an average value. In addition, when there is a valid route
between the source and the destination, even that there might
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be link errors, the source can always receive
acknowledgements from the destination. The corruption of
acknowledgements is of less possibility as the
acknowledgement packet size is small compared to TCP
segments.
  &ODVVLI\LQJ/LQN)DLOXUHUHODWHG/RVVHV
If the history of RTT samples evolution is relatively
constant, and TCP recognizes data packet loss through RTO
expiration; then, it is more likely that these data packet losses
correspond to link failure within the route towards the
destination.
We have also to precise, that in reality two situations may
happen while looking to the time required by the ad hoc
routing protocol in order to recover from the lost link or to
find an alternative one:
 This time is less than TCP’s RTO and could be unnoticeable
by the sender side. In this case TCP might recognize data
packet loss through duplicate ACKs. When TCP sender side
checks the evolution of RTT samples over the connection, it
finds that it is relatively constant. Accordingly, TCP will
classify this type of loss as a wireless channel error and will
react accordingly. This mistaken classification has a very
limited impact. Indeed, as we will see latter, this will lead to
less aggressive (more appropriate) reaction compared to the
one that undertook by traditional TCP while classifying the
packet loss as being network congestion related.
 If the time is longer than TCP’s RTO, then the sender side
will recognize a packet loss through RTO. In this case, when
the sender checks the history of RTT samples and finds that
the evolution is almost constant, TCP will classify the data
packet loss as due to link failure (which is correct) and reacts
accordingly.
  &ODVVLI\LQJ1HWZRUN&RQJHVWLRQUHODWHG/RVVHV
If the history of RTT samples at the sender side is
increasing gradually. Then, the loss is due to network
congestion, regardless of data packet loss recognition by TCP
(RTO or 3 Duplicate ACKs). In this case, queuing delay
increases gradually because that the network nodes’ buffers are
filled with time.
% /RVV5HFRYHU\$OJRULWKP /5$ 
After identifying the cause of data packet loss using the
previously proposed LDA, TCP-WELCOME should react
accordingly using the most appropriate actions in order to
optimize network resources usage. These reactions concern
both RTO calculations and TCP data transmission rate that are
used by TCP-WELCOME to adjust and update its parameters
after data loss. One should also note that in all cases, the lost
packets should be retransmitted immediately (Fast
Retransmit/Fast Recovery) after identifying the packet loss.
  572&DOFXODWLRQ$OJRULWKP
TCP should be able to adjust its RTO value when needed.
This is realized according to the identified loss model within
the network. First of all, let us note that when congestion is
detected within the network, the RTO estimation is not
changed and remains similar to the one used by TCP New
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Reno [14]. Alternatively, in the case of wireless channel error,
no RTO calculation or adjustment is necessary as the network
conditions are supposed to be unvaried. However, in the case
of link failure, the RTO value have to be modified based on
the characteristics (length, load, and link qualities) of the new
route discovered by the routing protocol. So, after link loss
recovery by the ad hoc routing protocol, we may observe that
both the propagation and queuing delays change suddenly. As
RTT is one of the most direct TCP connection characterization
parameter that reflects network links conditions, our estimation
algorithm will be depending on it. It is obvious that the number
of hops as well as the load of the route between the TCP
sender and receiver affects the RTT value over that
connection. Thus, the characteristics of the new discovered
route could be represented by RTT values over that route.
Thus, the RTO value would be updated as follows:

57267+8

( 57767+8 / 57734 5 ) 57234 5

(1)

where RTT(new) is the round trip time over the new
discovered route, and RTT(old) the round trip time over the
lost route before link failure. Of course these RTT values are
average values calculated upon a set of segments.
  7&3'DWD7UDQVPLVVLRQ5DWH
Estimating TCP data transmission rate is dependant on the
path capacity and the queuing or buffering conditions within
network nodes. In the following, we will detail how the
proposed TCP-WELCOME loss recovery algorithm should
adjust its data transmission rate according to the data loss
model (identified by LDA):
x :LUHOHVV&KDQQHO(UURUV&DVH
In this case, there will be no data transmission rate
modification of TCP.
x /LQN)DLOXUH&DVH
In case of link failure within the route between the source
and the destination, TCP should adjust its data transmission
rate according to the recovered link characteristics. In this
case, we have different opinions of how TCP could change the
connection data transmission rate. First, TCP could keep the
actual data transmission rate before the loss episode, and we
let TCP adjust it according to its congestion control algorithm,
if necessary. Second solution, TCP might decrease its data
transmission rate automatically after data loss episode by a
fixed factor. For instance, we may propose to half the data
transmission rate reached before loss. This could be
considered as a conservative action of TCP. This way, we
avoid having congestion over the new discovered route, in
case it is more charged than the lost one. The third solution,
that we envisage, is to adjust TCP data transmission rate
according to the new discovered route characteristics
compared to those of the lost one. Here also the only available
performance metric is the RTT value over the connection. It is
thus the only metric that can be used as a reference to reflect
the communication link capabilities within the network. In this
case, we follow also a conservative strategy in order to prevent
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a network congestion episode over the network links. The
congestion window (CWND) is then updated as follows:

&:1' <=+>

( 5779: ; / 577<=+> )&:1' 9: ;

(2)

We will show later that this third solution optimizes TCP
performance in terms of both energy consumption and
throughput.
x 1HWZRUN&RQJHVWLRQ&DVH
When there is a network congestion loss over TCP
connection, TCP-WELCOME will use its normal congestion
control mechanism as defined by TCP New-Reno.
V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
$ 6LPXODWLRQ6FHQDULRV
In order to have a wide range of results that help better
understanding the behavior of TCP-WELCOME in front of
different packet loss models, we compared it to different TCP
variants using different simulation scenarios that describe
multiple data packet loss cases. More precisely, our study uses
the following data packet loss scenarios that are related to
wireless ad hoc networks: (i) network congestion, (ii) data
packets interference, (iii) link failure, and (iv) signal loss. We
define our scenarios using Ad-hoc On-demand Distance
Vector (AODV) as an ad hoc routing protocol. AODV is a
reactive ad hoc routing protocol; it triggers only route
discovery process when the source has data to be transmitted
toward the destination. This leads to low routing messages
overhead. Due to the lack of space, the effect of different ad
hoc routing protocols (both reactive and proactive) is not
presented here. It will be the subject of a future publication.
The scenarios are defined to be run using NS-2 [15] as a
Network Simulator tool. In our simulations, all nodes
communicate through identical wireless radio settings using
the standard MAC 802.11 having a bandwidth of 2Mbps and a
radio propagation range of 250 meters. The simulations’
scenarios were developed in such a way to have the data
packet loss due to precisely the desired effect (link failure,
congestion, signal loss, or interference) only. This avoids any
other uncontrolled effect that may influence the results. In this
work, we preferred to study each case separately, in order to
get the exact performance of TCP-WELCOME in each case
and to eliminate the possibility of having multiple situations
effect that may mistake the results. Studying TCP-WELCOME
in more complex scenarios with multiple data packet loss
causes over the connection is the subject of another
publication. The data loss models defined in NS-2 (simulation
scenarios) are described as follows:
1) 1HWZRUN &RQJHVWLRQ6FHQDULRIn this scenario, we create
a congested node at the middle of a five-node topology by
generating three TCP data traffic flows that must pass by this
intermediate node to reach the other communicating end. One
should also note that, different levels of data congestion can be
generated by controlling the number of TCP data flows
crossing this particular network node at a certain time.
2) ,QWHUIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ1HLJKERULQJ1RGHV6FHQDULR In this
case, two TCP connections are on-going in parallel. The main

TCP connection is disturbed by the interferences generated by
the second TCP connection. Indeed, the node acting as
forwarder for the main TCP connection is placed within the
interference range of the second TCP connection sender. So,
this situation creates interference and thus data packet drops.
3) /LQN /RVV DQG &RPPXQLFDWLRQ 5RXWH &KDQJHV 6FHQDULR
In this model we force TCP to change its communication path
by shutting down one intermediate node between the
communicating end points. In addition, we imply routes with
different number of hops. Thus, each time TCP changes the
communication route, the characteristics of the path between
the communicating nodes change. It is obvious that the choice
and the establishment delay of the new route will be dependant
on the implemented ad hoc routing protocol. Packet losses and
delay changes will also be implied by the link loss and the new
chosen route.
We notice that the effect of such networks nodes’ mobility
can be represented by the link failure scenario described above
as it is the most direct consequence of mobility.
4) 6LJQDO /RVV 6FHQDULR  This scenario illustrates the
situation where the wireless signal is not stable. The
communicating nodes loose the connection due to signal loss
and resume the communication when the signal comes back.
Signal losses are generated by moving one of the intermediate
nodes out of the radio range of its connection neighbor.
% 6LPXODWLRQ5HVXOWV
In this section, we describe the results obtained by TCPWELCOME evaluation tests and compared to different TCP
variants (New-Reno, SACK, Vegas, and Westwood). The
terms of performance evaluation are computed as follows: the
average throughput is computed as the TCP data bytes
transmitted over the total connection time, while the average
energy consumption is computed as the total energy
consumption over the connection during the communication
session taking into consideration total data bytes received.
Table I summarizes the different TCP-WELCOME threshold
variables used to evaluate its performance. We note here, that
these values are modifiable, meaning that we can modify them
in order to enhance TCP-WELCOME performance.
Variable description

RTT_SAMPLE_COUNT: RTT sample count to take
into account
RTT_TRESHOLD: RTT value excess threshold
(%)
RTT_G_THRESHOLD: RTT growth threshold(%)
beyond which values are considered as
growing
RTT_G_COUNT_THRESHOLD: Number of
consecutive growth needed to trigger real
congestion scenario

7DEOH,6XPPDU\RIWKHWKUHVKROGYDOXHVXVHG

value
10
10
5
5

 1HWZRUN&RQJHVWLRQ6FHQDULR5HVXOWV
The results demonstrate that, in network congestion loss
model, TCP-WELCOME has almost the same performance
compared to the other studied variants, in terms of energy
consumption (Figure 3). This is expected as TCP-WELCOME
reacts in the same manner in front of congestion (as in TCP
New-Reno). On the other hand, this confirms that TCPWELCOME is able to classify correctly the network
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congestion loss model and takes the right actions to recover
from the loss. Regarding the average throughput, we notice,
from Figure 2, that TCP-WELCOME has a comparable
performance compared to most studied variants (New-Reno,
SACK, and Westwood). We must mention here that TCP
Vegas does not perform well multi-hop ad hoc networks over
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, but this is not the objective of
this work.
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Figures 4 and 5, show clearly that in front of interference,
TCP-WELCOME outperforms all the other variants in terms
of average throughput and energy consumption. The ability of
TCP-WELCOME to classify the cause of data loss, as wireless
signal related problems, and not decreasing the data
transmission rate improves its performs compared to other
TCP variants which decrease their data transmission rate
(halving data transmission rate in most cases). We notice also
that TCP-WELCOME outperforms TCP Westwood, which
was developed for wireless networks, and has the ability to
differentiate between wireless and congestion induced losses,
in both terms of throughput and energy consumption. The fact
that TCP-WELCOME does not decrease its data transmission
rate or modify it an in TCP Westwood is the main difference
between these two variants.
 /LQN)DLOXUH6FHQDULR5HVXOWV
In MANETs, it is obvious that the nodes might have broken
communication paths between the communicating end points
(due to mobility or depletion of nodes’ batteries). The effect of
the ad hoc routing protocol chosen to be implemented within
the network can be considered from two points of view: (i) its
robustness to recover from a link failure, (ii) the overhead and
frequency of its routing information update messages which
might result in congestion or traffic interference over the
network links. For example, the overhead of ad hoc routing
protocol update messages could aggravate the congestion
situation over the TCP connection. This leads to more
congestion control actions taken to recover from the packet
loss. Figures 6 and 7, show that the average throughput of
TCP-WELCOME and its energy consumption are improved
significantly compared to those of other TCP variants. The
ability of TCP-WELCOME to detect that the packet losses are
due to link failure and to react with the most appropriate action
leads to better performance compared to all other TCP variants
which react assuming that losses are due to congestions and
decrease data transmission rate to minimum. Thus, consuming
more energy and leading to low throughput. While in TCPWELCOME, adjusting data transmission rate according to the
new discovered route’ s characteristics; helps conserving
node’ s energy and maximizing average throughput.
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receiver) would search for another route to complete the
session. While in signal loss, this is not available. After signal
loss recovery, most TCP variants’ sender will start the
communication session from the beginning, starting from Slow
Start phase. This will be the case, each time the
communicating nodes get disconnected in absence of wireless
signal. Inversely, TCP-WELCOME recognizes this data
packet loss as link failure and reacts accordingly. While, the
energy consumption of most variants are almost the same
(Figure 9); TCP-WELCOME outperforms the others in term of
average throughput (Figure 8). Depending on the duration of
the signal loss, the packet loss is detected through RTO or
through 3 duplicated ACKs. In both cases, TCP-WELCOME
does not decrease its data transmission rate after data packet
loss (as in TCP New Reno) leading to the noticed throughput
gain and to better usage of wireless channel bandwidth
resources. Even that TCP Vegas has the least energy
consumption among the others; its performance in term of
average throughput is bad.
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Loosing the radio wireless signal might be considered as
another reason to get disconnected from the other
communicating end side. In link loss, both nodes (sender and

In this paper we proposed TCP-WELCOME, a new TCP
variant that is suitable for mobile ad hoc networks. Differently
to other TCP variants, it uses a Loss Differentiation Algorithm
(LDA) that is able to recognize efficiently the three common
packet loss causes within such network: network congestion,
wireless channel errors, and link losses. In order to show the
performance improvement of TCP-WELCOME we compared
it to different TCP variants under different data packet loss
scenarios (congestion, interference, link failure, and signal
loss). This comparative study showed that both TCP average
throughput and energy consumption are improved
significantly. We also showed that TCP-WELCOME
outperforms other TCP variants in most cases thanks to its
ability to clearly classify data packet loss and takes the most
appropriate reaction to recover from data losses (Loss
Recovery Algorithm).
In our future work, we intend to study the performance of
TCP-WELCOME and improve its behavior while used in
conjunction with different ad hoc routing protocols (i.e.
reactive and proactive). This will be done in order to find the
effect of different routing protocol algorithms on TCPWELCOME performance. In addition, analyzing the
performance of TCP-WELCOME using more complex and
mixed scenarios is viewed as future work. In addition, we
intend studying the performance of TCP-WELCOME using
realistic experiments and measuring its computational energy
cost (the energy consumed within the CPU in order to execute
different TCP mechanisms and algorithms).
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